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Abstract
This study examines metaphors in newspaper headlines from a relevance-theoretic perspective (Sperber and Wilson 1995). The data are drawn from the Malaysian tabloid The Star, issued in English. The study seeks to draw the major conceptual metaphors prevalent in the headlines. It embarks on how the metaphorical construction contributes to the formation of the headline genre. More specifically, the study seeks to prove that the metaphors are used in newspaper headlines as a tool to maximize the relevance of the content of the newspaper article to the readers. This theorization is hoped to build on what Molek-Kozakowska (2014) has started in tackling the role of metaphors in news headlines. The study utilizes frame semantics (Fillmore 2006; Fillmore 2010) as an explanatory tool for how the relevance maximization potential operates.
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Headline writers combine the playfulness of poets with the precision of physicists.
(Smith and Montgomery 1989, 56)

Introduction
In a speech during the 2015 election campaign which he ultimately won, the British Prime Minister David Cameron compared himself to a firefighter who was putting out a blaze in a building which had been started by the last Labour government (Lazenby 2015). Metaphor is part and parcel of all terrains of language use, politics included! "Politics without metaphors is like a fish without water;" this is how Thompson (1996, 185) puts it, and metaphorically he puts it (Thompson's metaphor is itself the title of his paper). Media and journalism are not an exception. The inclusion of a metaphor in a newspaper headline represents the third layer of relevance maximization process, the first one being the inclusion of the story itself in the newspaper, and the second the choice of an attractive and eye-catching headline.

In the following headline:

*Milan The Victims of Vucinic*

a number of factors are at play at the same time. The story is about a football match between Milan and Juventus in the Italian Football Cup, where Milan was beaten as a result of a decisive goal scored by the influential player Vucinic. A number of frames are established by the news editors in this headline to maximize the relevance potential, and a variety of variables related to the shared knowledge and
background information are utilized. First, the name Milan is the name of the team, not the city. Besides the background knowledge, the very existence of such a headline in the Sports section is itself part of the background knowledge, as it capitalizes on the genre expectations of the audience (see Forceville 2005, 247; Zwaan 1994). Second, a system of frames is established between Milan, the first team, and one influential player in the other team, Juventus, called Vucinic. This framing runs contrary to expectation, as it would be more logical for the frame, or simply the comparison, to be established between the two teams. Violating the frame expectation (after Deppermann 2005, 309), the headline compares Milan to Vucinic, as his second goal was decisive in defeating Milan. Third, the use of the term victim (referring to Milan) invokes the victimizer (Vucinic or Juventus), the place where the murder took place (the football field), and the event itself (the football match). This framing, or cross-domain mapping, using metaphor terminology, yields the following conceptual metaphors:

PLAYERS/TEAMS ARE VICTIMIZERS
PLAYERS/TEAMS ARE VICTIMS
THE FOOTBALL MATCH IS A MURDER
THE FOOTBALL FIELD IS A CRIME SCENE

By conceptual metaphor we mean the systematic set of correspondences or mappings between the source domain and the target domain (Heywood and Semino 2007, 25). These conceptual metaphors are just a few of the metaphors that are being drawn and recontextualized from the more elaborate and deeply engrained view of sports and football as warfare, but without weapons or shooting (Bergh 2011; Mangan 2003, 194; Awad 2012). In the above headline, relevance is maximized for the audience using metaphor as a cross-domain mapping in order to build comparisons or frames to attain the maximum cognitive effect with the least processing effort. It is set as an example that comprises the major themes that are tackled throughout this study. The metaphors in newspaper headlines are the data of the study. They are analyzed in light of relevance theory and frame semantics. The news genre and the genre analysis are introduced as notions that are to be considered as presuppositions for headline analysis and headline genre, two notions that this study seeks to adduce.

The present study is a discourse analysis of the metaphors in the headlines of the Malaysian newspaper/tabloid The Star (issues between 23 December 2012 and 11 January 2013). It attempts to prove that metaphors are used in newspaper headlines as a tool to maximize the relevance of the content of the newspaper article to the readers. The theoretical framework employed to explain metaphor is the relevance theory (Sperber and Wilson 1995). This theory is used to provide an explanation to language and communication, whereby the objective is to attain the maximum positive cognitive effect with the least possible processing effort. This theory fits perfectly well in explaining the newspaper headlines. The headline is seen as a telegram or a short message (SMS) that is intended to convey most of the content of the story in an attractive way, and at the same time seek to dramatize and sensationalize it. The crux of the study is the connection between the headline and the metaphor. More specifically, the study seeks to prove that headlines aim at foregrounding certain aspects or attributes in the newspaper story and at the same time downplaying other aspects or attributes. The same applies to the metaphor, which is the linguistic expression of a cross domain mapping in thought. It is an analogical comparison technique
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employed to identify one item in terms of another. It aims at drawing a similarity or relationship between two things that have a significant feature. Below are two examples from *The Star*. The first phrase in each set is the actual headline, the second is the source domain, and the third is the suggested conceptual metaphor.

- *Merry, Merry Business*  
  (cf. Merry, Merry Christmas)  
  CHRISTMAS IS BUSINESS.

- *War of Words over Awards.*  
  (cf. War of/by weapons)  
  PARLIAMENTARY ARGUMENT IS A WAR.

There has been extensive research on metaphor in general and on headlines and their structure. Relevance theory in discourse is a field of inquiry that has received due consideration as well. The closest research to the present study is Krennmayr's (2011) treatment of metaphorical language use in news, but it does not emphasize the relevance or genre perspectives in the treatment of metaphor. Ifantidou (2009) and Dor (2003) discuss headlines from the relevance-theoretic perspective but do not clarify how metaphor can fit in their framework or how metaphors contribute to the treatment of the headlines as a genre. Yasynetska (2005) compares the headline metaphors used in the American and Ukrainian presidential campaigns of 2004. Although Yasynetska does not tackle relevance or genre in her framework, her significant contribution is the comparison between conceptual mappings across languages. For his part, Jinhong (2010) investigates metaphors used in the economic report headlines of *Business Week* and *The New York Times*. He deduces the conceptual metaphor ECONOMY IS A JOURNEY via referring to phrases used in the reports such as *starting a firm, on the road to economic reform, economic barriers* and the like. Drawing from expressions in the US political context like *landed some punches, throwing hat in the ring and heavyweight*, Chen (2009, 13) deduces the conceptual metaphor POLITICS IS A BOXING GAME. Shie (2011) compares two newspapers, *New York Times* and *Times Supplement*, in terms of metaphors and metonymies used in their headlines. Shie's approach is very relevant to our present study as it tackles the role of metaphors and metonymies in foregrounding some pragmatically relevant aspects of the newspaper story. This last part concerning the foregrounding and the economy of expression inherent in metaphoricity is what has attracted the attention of Molek-Kozakowska (2014, 150) as she tackles the properties of headline style from the perspective of the potential coercion. However, and to the best of the researchers' knowledge, no study has tackled metaphor as a relevance maximization tool in newspaper headlines in particular. Moreover, applying such a theoretical framework on the Malaysian context in specific is another new and promising field of inquiry. For example, Rajandran (2013, 19) is among the scholars whose research work scratches on the surface of metaphor as a conceptualization strategy in the Malaysian context. Rajandran utilizes conceptual metaphor theory to analyze the talks of the Malaysian Prime Minister Najib Razak about Economic Transformation Programme (ETP). Rajandran deduces the two conceptual metaphors ETP IS A
JOURNEY and ETP IS A VEHICLE that characterize and conceptualize ETP. All in all, the present study is hoped to open new avenues for the systematic analysis of headline style as a distinct genre.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. A short section presents the significance of the study. The next section provides a survey and a literature review of the notions of the study. The objective of this survey is not to delve into the details of these notions but to grasp the most salient aspects that pertain to metaphors and headlines in relation to relevance theory. The following section is an analysis of six sample headlines from The Star. The final part is a general discussion and concluding remarks.

Significance of the Study

The importance of the study lies in its treatment of metaphor as a relevance maximization tool in newspaper headlines. The study capitalizes on the connection, and interaction, between metaphors and headlines as tools employed by news editors to maximize relevance to the readers. News editors choose the most relevant and most attractive part of the story and put it forth in the headline. In cases where a metaphor is used in the headline, the metaphor itself is deployed in order to foreground certain aspects of the story and, at the same time, downplay other aspects.

Literature and Definition of Terms

Metaphor

Metaphor is an analogical comparison technique employed to identify one item in terms of another. It seeks to access abstract themes such as feelings and emotions using physical and concrete notions or experiences. It aims at drawing a similarity or relationship between two things that have a significant feature. Aristotle assumes that it is a "comparison between two terms that is made in order to explore the nature of one" (Holme 2004, 1). Take this example:

Tom is a lion.

If this sentence is interpreted literally, it will show that Tom, who is supposedly human, roars and walks on four legs. However, this is not what metaphor is intended for. The intention is that Tom is brave and strong. In other words, when Tom is described in light of a feature or attribute that is generally associated with the lion, then the use is said to be metaphorical. The word lion in the above example is referred to as the vehicle or the source domain, whereas Tom is referred to as the tenor or the target domain (Taylor 1990, 70; Heywood and Semino 2007, 25). Therefore, an attribute of the lion, namely bravery, is being deployed or transferred from the source domain (the lion) to the target domain (Tom). The theme of transferability can further be intensified by the Greek origin of the word 'metaphor'; metaphor in Greek means 'transference'. The features or attributes that are often ascribed to lions are transferred into Tom.

The frequency of certain metaphors and domains is indicative of what these domains represent to a particular community. News and the media are intended to highlight certain aspects of a notion and at the same time conceal other aspects, ultimately aiming at persuading the audience into certain ideological convictions. A number of conclusions can be inferred concerning the beliefs, attitudes and identities of a particular community from the metaphors used. When the English football team is nicknamed 'The Three
Lions' and the Southeast Asian countries are described as 'The Asian Tigers', these are the types of analogies and comparisons the British and the Southeast Asian nations would like to be associated with. Tigers and lions are usually associated with beauty; strength and grandeur (see Awad 2012, 72; Pedersen 2011; Butterworth 2010).

A number of theories had been put forth to account for metaphor, dating back since Aristotle (4th century B.C.) who suggested the comparison theory, based on the principle of analogy (Trckova 2011, 1; Ortony 1979, 3). Lakoff and Johnson's (1980) foundational book Metaphors We Live By is considered a huge leap in the treatment of metaphor. The leap resulted from the shift in the treatment of metaphor as part of language only into a matter relevant to cognition. Still, there was some research work prior to the above book that led to this conclusion, starting from scholars like Tarski (1944, 343) who is one of the first modern scholars to refer to the truth-condition of a sentence. According to Tarski, the sentence snow is white is true if, and only if, snow is white. This statement seems redundant, but by applying it to metaphor, things become clear. Truth-conditionally, the sentence Tom is a lion violates this condition, because Tom is not a lion. Moreover, Grice (1975, 45) refers to this particular condition in his four conversational maxims of cooperation, namely the quality maxim, "Do not say what you believe is false." Grice also refers to the relation maxim: "Be relevant." However, he does not clearly state as to be relevant to what!

Relevance Theory

Relevance theory resolves the above dilemma. According to Holme (2004, 8), "The relevance interpretation of metaphor assumes that we begin by assuming a literal meaning. When the literal interpretation produces something ridiculous, we move on to a figurative one." So, what are the main tenets of relevance theory? According to Sperber and Wilson (1995, 270):

Presumption of optimal relevance (revised)

(a) The ostensive stimulus is relevant enough for it to be worth the addressee's effort to process it.
(b) The ostensive stimulus is the most relevant one compatible with the communicator's abilities and preferences.

Put differently, Wilson and Sperber (1998, 8-9; 2012, 176) reason that "relevance is defined in terms of cognitive effects and processing effort. Cognitive effects are achieved when newly-presented information interacts with a context of existing assumptions by strengthening an existing assumption, by contradicting and eliminating an existing assumption, or by combing with an existing assumption to yield a contextual implication…The greater the cognitive effects, the greater the relevance will be…Cognitive effects, however, do not come free; they cost some mental effort to derive, and the greater the effort needed to derive them, the lower the relevance will be."

The roots of relevance theory are present in the works of earlier scholars such as Miller and Johnson-Laird (1976; cited in McGlone 2007, 111) who introduce the notion of 'cognitive economy.' According to that notion, the mind borrows the semantic structure of simple concepts to mediate aspects of complex concepts. The relationship between the above theories has been drawn by Attardo (2011, 139) when he convincingly states that, "Sperber and Wilson's (1986) Relevance Theory (RT) has been one of the most
successful post-Gricean approaches to pragmatics." The alloying of conceptual metaphor theory with relevance theory has been critical and timely as it provides a useful analytic and explanatory model in communication research.

Frame Semantics

Frame semantics is a theoretical framework that provides a plausible descriptive adequacy to the notion of contextualization and relevance. Contextualization refers to how a message such as an event, a statement or a saying is put into the right context so that the addressee(s) could understand it with the most possible cognitive effect and the least possible processing effort. The same result could be attained by referring to an earlier text and/or context that could facilitate the comprehension of the message. The message is framed, i.e. put in frame, and the various types of relevant background knowledge are activated and triggered. For example, the term breakfast requires the activation of the background reference associated with the 3-meal culture; likewise, weekend is associated with 7-day cycle, and so on. In other words, a word represents a category of experience, and meanings are relativized to scenes, as is phrased by Charles Fillmore (1977, 59), the father of frame semantics. According to Fillmore (2010, 163), the word buying invokes, selling, buyer and seller; in other words, the whole transaction process is triggered, and the word buying is but a cell in a matrix or web that consists of various cells.

Genre Analysis/News Analysis/Headline Analysis

The contribution of genre studies is far-reaching and can never be overlooked. Swales' (1990) notion of genre is basically pedagogically oriented, initially intended to assist non-native speakers of English to master academic and professional genres. However, Swales' framework is successfully extended and applied outside applied linguistics, and according to Solin (2011, 125), Swales redefines the discourse communities not as sharing social background but by their common goals. Swales contends that a genre comprises a class of communicative events, the members of which share some set of communicative purposes. These purposes are recognized by the expert members of the parent discourse community and thereby constitute the rationale for the genre. This rationale shapes the schematic structure of the discourse and influences and constrains choice of content and style (Swales 1990, 58).

Bhatia picks the signal and moves on to tackle very specialized types of genre. He elaborates on the public discourse relevant to the government decision making in Hong Kong (Bhatia 1997a); the genre of the introductions of the academic research work such as prefaces, forewords, and acknowledgements (Bhatia 1997b); and the generic structure of advertisements (Bhatia and Bhatia 2007). Basically, discourse is the combination of text and context, the interaction between speaker and hearer for a social purpose (e.g. communicating ideas) using language. The most elaborate form of discourse analysis is the Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA), which views discourse as a component of the social behavior that encompasses other elements but is shaped by them as well (see Chouliaraki and Fairclough 1999 for details). The term 'discourse' has also been tackled in light of other linguistic terms such as communication, power, social interaction, social semiosis, and genre, among other things (Van Dijk 2011, 3-5).
Utilizing discourse analysis, genre analysis, content analysis, event analysis and the like, Van Dijk introduces his analysis of news, coining it *news analysis*. Drawing basically from basic discourse analysis tenets, Van Dijk (1988a, x) introduces news analysis and news as discourse, as his ambition is to "stimulate a new, more explicit and systematic approach to the study of mass media discourses in general and to news reporting in particular." He uses the basic discourse analysis strategies to prove that media news constitutes a particular type of discourse.

The notions of discourse and communication mentioned above underlie Swales' (1990) notion of genre analysis which is very relevant in the case of headlines. To illustrate, let us refer to what Garst and Bernstein (1961, 103) had to say about headlines; "… the headline is a form of expression having fully as many standards to be met and requirements to be filled as, say the sonnet or the triolet." As Smith and Montgomery (1989, 56) convincingly suggest, the mission of the headline writers is to inform and entertain as they combine the playfulness of poets with the precision of the physicists. In many cases, news editors do not provide sufficient information in the headline in order to draw the reader's attention into further reading. Small wonder that the haunting argument that entices scholars is whether to consider headlines as information-carrying devices or as frames that shape the interpretation of the content of the articles (McCLUSKEY 2005, 6; CONDIT ET AL. 2001, 380). This is how Hulteng (1976, 124) puts the process of headline writing:

> The process of distilling the essence of a half-column story into a six-word headline inevitably brings some distortion. Only a facet, a fleeting glimpse, of the complex substance of the account can be squeezed into the tiny format of a headline.

**Sample Selection and Analysis**

1) *Merry, Merry Business*


**Briefing**

The article discusses the economic side of Christmas; it alludes to how the Christmas season, which is supposedly associated with religious sentiments, is considered a season for business.

**Analysis**

*Merry, Merry Business* is drawn from the common expression *Merry, Merry Christmas*. The latter expression is the source domain from which the former expression, the target domain, is drawn, yielding the conceptual metaphor *CHRISTMAS IS BUSINESS*. This theorization is built on a variety of assumptions pertaining to the readers' awareness and shared knowledge about business and Christmas. The news editors placing *Merry, Merry Business* as a headline in a Malaysian newspaper assume, or presuppose, the readers' familiarity with the source domain *Merry, Merry Christmas* (for a perceptive analysis of the relation between metaphor and presupposition, see STERN 2000, 121-123).
2) Headline: Shopaholic? Wear These.

Issue: *The Star*; 11 January 2013; Star-special (Chinese New Year Joy); page: 24.

Briefing:

This is a shoe advertisement with the headline *Shopaholic?* followed by the image of the product (the shoes) then the comment *wear these*. The comment is followed by the *rationale* behind wearing these shoes. It is the coming of the Chinese New Year, which is a traditional annual festival.

Analysis

Imagine this advertisement written in the following plain manner

*If you are addicted to shopping, you need to use these shoes because they last long and are comfortable*

The same proposition is introduced to the readers but in a pictorial manner that aims at attracting their attention. To achieve this goal, a number of frames and types of background knowledge are induced and triggered. As Forceville (2005) suggests, spatial and temporal circumstances, as well as generic conventions, are set to trigger cognitive schemata (cf. Fillmore's frames, 2006) but at the same time steer and constrain possible interpretations. Beginning with spatio-temporal circumstances, this ad appears in the newspaper on the eve of the Chinese New Year (January), a celebration that is often characterized by a shopping spree, among other things. The ad also utilizes the tabloid style of relying more on the visual image than on analysis and rational description (Bird 2000: 215). Language and image interaction are among the factors that are at play in the analysis of such advertisements (Tsakona 2009, 1171). The ad invokes two frames, addiction to shopping and addiction to alcohol. The resulting conceptual metaphor is *SHOPPING IS ALCOHOL* (ADDITION TO SHOPPING IS ADDICTION TO ALCOHOL).

The ad utilizes the shopping spree on the eve of the Chinese New Year when the good quality shoes are needed to "outlast your mall hopping marathon." This last expression brings together the disparate
visual frames, the headline Shopaholic? and the image of the shoes, and provides the rationale, and rather the persuading force, of the ad. This argument is held based on the realization of the headline as a frame-invoking tool, a metaphorical cross-domain mapping, a relevance maximization strategy and a visual reality (compared to the verbal nature of the headline; see McClusky 2005: 4). Not only is the state of being shopaholic compared to the image of the shoes, but a whole bunch of images are invoked as attributes and properties that are often ascribed to, and associated with, shopping seasons. This ad adduces the metonymic image of the shoes as one attribute of the shopping season. As such, the shopping season is an object that entails a variety of attributes (borrowing from Object-Oriented programming terminology; see Page-Jones 2000, 28 Liang 2013, 408). In other words, water minerals and juice products could also be utilized as part and parcel (i.e. attributes) of the shopping activities. Consequently, framing shopaholic against the image of piles of water and juice could also be a plausible ad that chains an object to its attribute(s).

3) Headline: 7-Up; Second to None

Sub-Headline: Nicole proves she’s still the queen of squash.

Newspaper issue: The Star on Sunday; 23 December 2012; pages: 64/62

Briefing

This is an article about the Malaysian squash player Nicole David who won 7 world titles, the latest of which was in the Cayman Islands. Nicole defeated the English player Laura Massaro. Nicole is described in the article as the Duracell Bunny because she repelled almost every ball that her opponent threw at her. The Duracell Bunny is an iconic advertisement that represents the ever-lasting strength and energy of the Duracell battery, as if Nicole is a battery with incredible energy and strength that never fades. Moreover, Nicole will be hungrier for more titles and victories if the International Olympic Council includes squash in the Olympics. The hungry people are those who have a good appetite for food, and Nicole is in a very good mood for more eating and harvesting more squash titles.

Analysis

To emphasize the significance and importance of Nicole’s achievement, the headline that is used is 7-Up, second to none and the subheading the queen of squash. 7-Up is a metaphorical use, imitating the famous soft drink 7-Up. The reason for using number 7 is the fact that Nicole’s victory was the seventh in her career as world champion of the squash game. The expression second to none is also metaphorical and is used idiomatically to mean the best. The source of this idiom was Shakespeare who was among the first to use this expression in The Comedy of Errors (5:1), when Angelo speaks warmly of Antipholus of Syracuse: "Of credit infinite, highly belov'd, second to none that lives here". The term up reflects the ascending nature of Nicole’s career, from one victory to another. No wonder the article uses five phrasal verbs with up: wrap up; come up; line up; step up (twice). The conceptual metaphors and the abstractions drawn from the usages of the word up, especially in phrasal verbs, can further be illustrated in the work of Lakoff and Johnson (1980b, 195-196; see also Lakoff and Johnson 1981, 296-302) which they describe as
orientational metaphors; \textit{up is positive} and \textit{up is more}. The use of the term \textit{queen in the queen of squash} reflects the analogous nature of metaphor. The queens are generally found in kingdoms. Consequently, the squash (or sports in general) is a kingdom where Nicole has been crowned as the queen. This metaphorical usage invokes linguistic as well as semantic properties and mental representations of the two fields being compared, i.e. the kingdoms (the source domain) and sports (the target domain), rendering the conceptual metaphors:

\begin{align*}
\text{SQUASH IS A KINGDOM} \\
\text{NICLOE IS A QUEEN}
\end{align*}

4) \textbf{Headline: A War of Words over Awards}

Sub-headline: Karpal slams party strongmen Ngeh and Tang for receiving titles.


\textbf{Briefing}

Karpal, the chairman of DAP (The Democratic Action Party), criticized two Penang party members, Ngeh and Teng, for accepting the Datuk, a traditional Malaysian honorary title, while still active in politics. The reason Karpal gave is the long-standing party principle of not receiving awards while serving as elected representatives, so as to ensure that party leaders practice transparency and not gain by getting titles. On the other hand, Teng responded by questioning the existence of such a rule. He challenged him to show the rules that stated so. The above briefing is the major outline of the argument over receiving Datuk titles, but the significance lies in the later reaction to the action, then the reaction to the reaction and so on. Upon analyzing the content of the article and the statements of the two parties, further facts appear. For example, Teng’s response concerning the non-existence of the rule that disallows receiving titles such as the Datuk raises doubts concerning the objectivity and authenticity of Karpal’s statements. One of them tells the truth and the other does not. Or maybe both tell the truth but there are other political and electoral motivations for the timing of their statements. To illustrate, a former DAP vice-chairman who is called Tunku Ibrahim claimed the party insulted the Rulers by rejecting the conferment. Karpal responded by condemning Tunku’s statement, claiming that Tunku’s purpose is to put Karpal in a bad light in the eyes of the Malays. Karpal described Tunku’s statement as a half-truth account, and it is not a reckless statement but a carefully crafted, intentional one.

\textbf{Analysis}

Originally, the conceptual metaphor \textsc{ARGUMENT IS WAR} is drawn from the firmly established metaphorical expression \textit{war of words} (Lakoff and Johnson 1980, 4). This metaphor evolves and is reused and recontextualized in the headline as \textit{War of Words over Awards}. This metaphorical use entails the more refined, more elaborate conceptual metaphor \textsc{PARLIAMENTARY ARGUMENT IS WAR}. This is a typical illustration of the flexibility and development of metaphorical expressions as they are reused to convey new meanings and serve new functions. The same conceptual metaphor is being \textit{revisited} (see Grady 1997b, 267; Grady 1998, 205).
5) Headline: Did we miss the apocalypse?


Briefing

The writer (Martin Khor) says that people in the world are happy that the world did not end on the 21st of December 2012 as was expected by the Mayan prophecy. However, there are two philosophical and logical interpretations of what happened. The first is that the date marks a new era; the second assumes that the world actually came to an end for some unfortunate people who suffered from different catastrophes such as the family of the Malaysian child who was dragged ten miles or the families of the 26 American kids and adults who were killed in Newton, Connecticut. The same may also apply to the Palestinian families in Gaza who lost members of their families as a result of the Israeli incursions. The floods in the Philippines and the US mark the end of the world for those who lost members of their families.

Analysis

The ability to deduce philosophical and logical aspects from ordinary news is the craft of the perceptive intellectuals. According to the Mayan prophecy, the end of the world was supposed to be on the 21st of Dec. 2012. That the world did not come to an end meant there might be other themes the Mayans, and the analysts such as the writer of the article, want us to pay attention to. The end of one era and the beginning of a new one is a possible logical and philosophical interpretation. Conducting an intellectual analysis, identifying ethics, and making value judgments are among the objectives of the writer in his analysis of the Mayan prophecy.

The other possible interpretation, according to the writer, is that the world actually came to an end for those who suffered and lost some of their family members in floods, wars and car accidents. The objective of the writer is to underpin the effect of these factors on humanity in general. Apocalyptic predictions are anti-climactic in nature, and, therefore, analysts who seek to address such topics need to trigger relevance by alluding to current matters. What gives this headline its appeal is that it sets a frame of 'missing the apocalypse' in an unconventional manner in order to refer to events that took place that week.

6) Headline: Get smart with your phone

Newspaper issue: The Star, 25 December 2012; page: 14

Briefing

The headline and the content of the article hinge on one theme: 'be smart when using your smart phone!' The thread that connects the elements of the article is the notion of smartness, derived from the name of the latest fashion mobile phones such as iPhone and Samsung Galaxy Series. The writer wants the smartphone users to be careful and vigilant because of the rising number of thieves who snatch smartphones. This new trend is a natural outcome of the rising number of smartphone users in Malaysia.
and the world. The second theme is to be smart with the content inside your smartphone. According to the writer, the last thing you have to worry about when your phone is stolen is the device itself. The personal data such as banking details and personal pictures are far more important.

Analysis

Based on the cohesive nature of the social interaction, discourse analysis tackles text and context within their actual social perspective (Halliday and Hasan 1976); it emphasizes text cohesion owing to the fact that meaning is created by the social system. The writer builds on his understanding of the society and the effect of the new technologies on the changes that have taken place in society. The thieves have developed their own ways for robbery, and therefore the owners of the new technologies such as smartphones should also be careful. From the style of writing and the accompanying photos in the newspaper, one can deduce that the writer directs his advice mainly to the youth. Moreover, the article emphasizes the notion of smartness to encourage the youth to be careful because this is the kind of thinking that suits the young generation’s way of thinking. Basically, smartness is a human property/attribute. It is deployed to machines, computers and mobile phones/smart phones. The resulting conceptual metaphor is PHONES ARE HUMANS. Historically, Artificial Intelligence is a discipline that celebrates such conceptual metaphors to the full. Then, this property is being retrieved from humans to mobile phones, and the resulting conceptual metaphor is HUMANS ARE PHONES! That is, humans should be as smart as the phones they use, although smartness is a property that is borrowed from humans in the first place.

General Discussion

Kovesces (2015, 2) alludes to the role of framing within metaphors by referring to the deeply ingrained source-target domains (which together constitute the conceptual metaphor approach) as source frame and target frame! Whether domains or frames, metaphor comprehension relies on a clear cognitive distinction between and across genres, which in turn paves the way for the violation of genre expectations.

As the argument in headline 6 above suggests, news editors draw on their awareness of the social system and the background knowledge of their readers. The writer’s understanding of the society and his ability to relate some concepts that are appealing to society are key factors in discourse. Upon the full awareness of the social system, the writer manages to introduce notions and concepts that are appealing and convincing, emphasizing text cohesion. Cohesion in the above argument is synonymous to relevance! However, the role of the audience in discourse is better represented in relevance theory than in text cohesion (see Bell 1984 for the notion audience design). Moreover, with the notion of smartness seen as a human property in essence (source domain), this property is first transferred into the mobile phones (target domain). Then, this property is depicted as a property of the mobile phones (source domain) and the humans (target domain) are asked, according to the writer, to acquire this property. This approach alludes to the recontextualizing potential of metaphor (Linell 2009; Semino, Deignan, and Littlemore 2013). Metaphoricity is recontextualisation in essence. Put differently, two parallel strands can be
described in the metaphorical usage. At one level, the currency of metaphors in society and media endows them with the status of ‘common sense’ or shared knowledge (cf. Suleiman 2013, 3). At the other level, metaphorical meaning is created de novo. Taking into consideration the common sense and the shared knowledge in society, news editors capitalize on the ability of the target audience to establish mappings between the given source domain and the new target domain. In headline 1 above, *Merry, Merry Christmas* is the given, compared to the *Merry, Merry Business*, which is the new. New avenues are always open for metaphorical mappings. Consequently, it is necessary for the genre boundaries to be set up in the minds of the readers in order for metaphor use to achieve its maximum cognitive effect. The explanation for this notion is that metaphor is, by definition, a cross-domain mapping; in other words, it is a trans-genre device that involves two disparate and competing fields, domains and frames. On the other hand, the headline is the gateway and the textual broker that mediates the content of the article to the readers. When the story is prepared to be put in the newspaper in its final shape, the most salient and most relevant point is being singled out and amplified in the headline. Headline 2 above invokes and projects the metonymic image of the good quality shoes against the image of shopping spree (addiction to shopping), rendering *Shopaholic*. The two images are disparate, unpredictable frames.

Likewise, headline 5 (*Did we miss the apocalypse?*) sets a frame of ‘missing the apocalypse’ in an unconventional manner. We were lucky that the Mayan apocalypse missed us, the writer assumes. The conventional argument might be something like, ‘Well, we were lucky that the prophecy did not come true, and we were spared; the apocalypse missed us!’ The consequent conventional argument would be, ‘Did the apocalypse miss us?’ In this frame, an analogy is being established between the apocalypse and a bus/train or an important date which you feel sorry when you miss. However, the creativity of the writer is manifested in breaking the frame expectations by reminding the readers that the Mayan prophecy is intended to help us feel and share the suffering of humanity. Consequently, the resulting conceptual metaphors are

APOCALYPSE IS A BUS

APOCALYPSE IS AN IMPORTANT DATE

Equally important is the treatment of headline as a dialogue, either between a speaker-news editor and addressee-reader or between an earlier and later self. An example on the latter is the apocalyptic argument in headline 5 above, which could at certain levels be seen as a monologue that utilizes framing and metaphor as strategies to turn the monologue into a dialogue (hence dialogism and multi-voicedness; see Bakhtin 1981, 279). What gives relevance theory its appeal is that it chimes in with notions like frame semantics and the Bakhtian dialogism. In headline 2, and by adopting a more abstract form of dialogue, the underlying dialogue could go as follows between news editors and the readers:

A. Based on what you know about addiction to alcohol, are you addicted to shopping (i.e. are you *SHOPAHOLIC*)?

B. Yes

A. Then you need to wear these shoes.
B. Why?
A. Because they last long.

Framing takes effect in this example as it brings to the fore a whole scene of addictions, including addiction to alcohol and addiction to shopping. The resulting conceptual metaphor is SHOPAHOLIC IS ALCOHOLIC; SHOPPING IS ADDICTION. In this sense, the metaphor is seen as a circle that consists of two symmetrical hemispheres that are bound up with a web of features or attributes that are equidistant from the center. Against the attribute addiction in the 'shopping hemisphere' stands the attribute addiction in the 'alcohol hemisphere'. Part of this rationale is drawn from the argument that metaphor is analogy. The allure of this argument is that it dates back as early as Aristotle, but still entices scholars as modern as Wolff and Gentner (2011). Not until the attribute in the source domain of the right hemisphere is calibrated and aligned with the corresponding attribute in the target domain of the left hemisphere could it be claimed that the metaphorical usage has accomplished its maximum cognitive effect. The ideal calibration is also functional in accomplishing the minimum cognitive effort, as relevance theory suggests. In the sentence *Tom is a lion*, the feature in the lion that is supposed to be triggered and compared to Tom is the bravery feature, not the four-legged feature!
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Abstract

This study seeks to approach the subject of metonymy in newspaper headlines, according to the theory of attachment or coherence (Sperber and Wilson 1995). The study adopted the results of a sample study on the newspaper "Al-Najma" published in Malaya in the English language. The study attempts to present the most important metonymic concepts in newspaper headlines, to examine the role of the metaphoric structure in these headlines in a salient and effective manner. As for the authors, the study aims to prove that the metonymy is used in newspaper headlines as a tool for exposing the importance of the content of the newspaper articles to the reader or the community.
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End Notes
1 The major theme in this article was first presented to the 2013 Stockholm Metaphor Festival, Sweden. See pages 92-93 on http://www.english.su.se/polopoly_fs/1.142305.1377024309!/menu/standard/file/MF%202013%20Abstracts%20Version%202%201.pdf.
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